How To
Evaluation
Purpose

Informal feedback

To provide ideas and guidelines for how to
evaluate community traffic safety projects.

Capture comments, feedback, and
suggestions that participants, partners, and
volunteers make during your project. These
are valuable because they show immediate
and emotional reactions to the event.

The main goals of project evaluation are to:
1. Assess whether you achieved the
results you expected.

3. Inform changes to current or future
projects.

Consider holding a debrief session with the
organizing team to discuss and capture the
learnings, making notes on what worked
well and what you would like to improve
upon for next time.

Learn Before



What did you want to happen?



What actually happened?



What went well?



What could have gone better?

2. Describe what you learned.

Talk to people who have planned similar
projects and get their advice and feedback.
Evaluate your plan before starting your
project by thinking through potential issues,
solutions, and impacts.

Learn During
During your project, reflect on what is going
well and what you could improve. This will
allow you to make in-the-moment changes.

Learn After
Evaluating your project can include both
formal and informal feedback.
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Formal feedback
You can ask for formal feedback from
participants, partners, stakeholders,
organizers, and volunteers through:


Surveys (online or paper);



Discussions;



Focus groups;



Statistics (attendance, etc.); and



Local enforcement and emergency
services data (formal and informal).

Outcomes and Indicators



Are organizers confident in their ability
to plan and run future events?

Clearly describe the problem your project is
designed to address.



Did you form new partnerships?



What could you do differently next year?
Think about:
o publicity,
o timing,
o funding,
o organizers’ workload,
o venue(s),
o volunteers, and
o attendance.

Describe what will change if the project is
successful. This is the project’s goal.
Identify what activities you have to do to
achieve this goal.
Finally, think about how you will measure
how successful your efforts were.
How will you demonstrate that your
program contributed to the change you
intend?
For example, fewer fatalities is a great longterm goal, but it is not going to help you
develop indicators to demonstrate the
direct, immediate success of your project.
Here are a few examples of potential
indicators:

Some questions you might want to ask
event participants include:


What did you learn or take away from
the event?



Were participants able to demonstrate a
learned skill? (i.e., wearing a helmet
correctly)



How will participants continue to
practice the skills they learned?



A target number of attendees.



A target number of social media hits.

Support



A percentage increase or decrease in
observations of a behaviour (e.g. helmet
use).



Participants can demonstrate a skill after
attending your event (e.g. hand signals
after a bike rodeo).

If you would like help planning or evaluating
a traffic safety initiative, contact the
Community Mobilization Program at
mobilize@saferoads.com.

Potential Questions
Some questions you might want to ask
organizers include:


What were the biggest successes and
challenges?



Did the event/initiative happen as
planned?
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We’d be happy to help!

